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Brown
         Reported by Percy Newton
                 Interview transcribed and edited by Charmiese Anderson

                I interviewed Michael Brown 
  at the Cosmos Club on June 20.    

         The interview is on the next page.   
          Michael Brown, candidate for        
          mayor of  the District of  Columbia  
           was born in Washington, DC and 
           is employed as a lawyer.  His 

                  father, Ron Brown who was killed 
    in a plane crash always told him,   

         “you do great by doing good.”
        I liked the way he answered my   
       questions. He spoke clearly and 

     he seems like someone who 
                   would do a good job 

     representing    
      Washington, DC.

MICHAEL
RATING

Minimum Wage
When asked about minimum wage Mr. Brown  response was 
that minimum wage is a weapon of  mass destruction—you get a 
check, but it isn’t enough to live on. He wants to raise minimum 
wage because it’s a way to give people dignity and respect. 
And raising the minimum wage helps compete with those bad 
forces in folks neighborhoods that are offering more money 
then minimum wage. He stated that the government has to 
step up and spend a little more money to make sure our young 
people have what they need to survive in this city. Most folks 
that have minimum wage jobs have to get another job because 
that minimum wage job isn’t enough. That 
means they’re spending less time with their 
families, less time at home and less time in 
their neighborhood. 

Environment
When asked about the environment Mr. 
Brown response was “Well relative to the 
environment and pollution there’s something 
called returnable bottles instead of  cans. With 
a nickel return for each bottle, which will 
be recycled, poor people will pick up those 
bottles because they want that nickel so you 
have a way to create a cleaner environment. When asked if  it 
would be possible to let inmates come out clean up, Mr. Brown 
stated, “Believe it or not, we have 2,800 inmates coming back 
into our city over the next 24 months and these folks need jobs. 
And they need careers. They need hope and opportunity. I love 
that idea. It’s creative. I think anything that gets people to work 
in taking pride in their neighborhood is a good thing and I 

Crime
When asked about crime, Mr. Brown stated, “in regard to 
crime, black on black crime and public safety, he wants to 
give young people hope. When folks have hope and respect 
for each other they don’t commit crime. Today when young 

So people forget about tomorrow and their future. I’m going to 

have hope so when you can look up and say Mayor 
Brown created these million opportunities for me. I 
want you to own your own business one day. It’s better 
then being an NBA star, because you know NBA 
contracts run out at some point. When you own your 
own business you can pass it on to your family and 
they pass it on to their kids its generational wealth. I 
want young folks to understand that they have a lot of  
opportunities out there for them and I’m going try to 
give them that.

be a bad word. It’s a bad word in this city because 

out and anything that’s about moving middle class, 
or black folks, or African Americans to me is not a 
good thing. It’s not fair. We can do both. I love the 
new folks coming into our city. I think diversity is great 
but it shouldn’t be at the expense of  senior citizens, 
our middle class and frankly black people. I’m going 

also help redevelop neighborhoods but you don’t have 
to move people out to do that. Our leaders think you 
have to and I don’t agree with that. That’s one reason 
why I’m running for mayor.
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Percy Newton, a member of our summer crew will be in the 8th grade. 
Charmiese Anderson and Ahmed Davis are 2006 8th grade graduates 
of Blow Pierce Junior Academy
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